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We extend Balas’ theorem on facial constraints in two directions. First, we provide a generali- 
zation in the facial case, and characterize the set obtained. Second, we establish a ‘countable con- 
vergence’ in certain cases where faciality is dropped as an hypothesis. We relate the latter results 
to finite convergence of cutting-plane algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
In [l] and [2] E. Balas provided a description of the convex hull of feasible solu- 
tions to large classes of programming problems, including binary integer programs 
and bounded complementary problems. 
The description involves a certain convex hull operation, as follows. Let P be a 
closed convex set and let {Q,, . . . , Q,} be a collection of closed convex sets Qi. Then 
the Balas hull of P with respect to (Q,, . . . , Q,} is defined to be 
clconv [$, (pn Qi)] (1.1) 
(where cl(S) respectively conv(S) denotes the closure respectively the convex span 
of the set S, and clconv(S) denotes the closure of conv(S)). 
Notation for iteration of this process is developed as follows. Let I be an index 
set and let Qj for i&1 be a closed convex set, with the index set partitioned I= 
U: Ii (t finite or t = +a~) and each set Zj finite. For P a closed convex set, define 
inductively: 
PO = P, (1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
P,= n Pj if t=+03. 
j=l 
(1.2c) 
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Clearly, we have PO 1 PI 2 Pt 2 **a .
The feasible solutions are, by definition: 
F= {XEPI for eachj=l,...,t there is iEIj withXEQi} (1.3) 
Balas showed in [I], [2] that, for t finite, P a polytope (i.e. bounded polyhedron) 
and Pfl Qi an extreme subset of P (i.e. a face of P) for each iE1, we have P, = 
clconv(F). For example, if 
P= (x~lR”IAx26, Osxse) 
(wheree=(l,..., l)u is the n-dimensional vector of ones), t = n, Zj = { 2j - 1,2j}, and 
Qzj_t = {XE IR” 1 Xj=O}, Q~j={XElR”IXj=l}, 
then Balas’ result becomes 
Again if 
P={(y,z)EIR2”IAy+BZ2d; yro; ZZO}, 
t=n, rj={2j-1,2j}, 
and 
Q2j-I={(Y,z)ElRZnIyj=O), Qzj={(Y,z)E R2” 1 tj=O}, 
then Balas’ result becomes 
Some algorithmic implications of Balas’ result are treated in [4] and [5]. 
We extend this basic result, with our focus on the case that P and all Qi, icl, are 
polyhedra, although (as we usually note) our methods of proof typically go over to 
other cases where P and the Qi are closed convex sets. 
The organization of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we gather together 
several results on closed, convex sets which are used in the sequel, providing proofs 
when the results do not appear to be widely available, and otherwise utilizing [7] 
as a general reference. In Section 3, we deal with the ‘facial case’, i.e. the case that 
P CI Qi for i E I is an extreme subset of P. For P and all Qi polyhedra, and t finite, 
we characterize Pl (in the case that P is not bounded, we need not have Pf = 
clconv(F)). In Section 4, we deal with the ‘general case’ (i.e. Pfl Qi need not be an 
extreme subset of P), and establish ‘countable convergence’ to F for P a compact 
convex set, along with ‘finite convergence’ to the empty set when there are no 
feasible solutions (i.e. when F=O). We also relate the latter result to finite con- 
vergence of cutting-plane algorithms for e.g. the general (i.e. not binary) integer 
program, which is not a facial program. 
Before we proceed to the main development of the paper, a few further comments 
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may be helpful. Clearly, PO= P> F and, inductively, if Pi-1 2 F, then 
iy (Pi-l nQi)aF (1.4) 
/ 
and hence, as Pj is closed and convex, Pj 1 clconv(F). Thus we always have 
Pt 2 clconv(F). It is solely the reverse containment which is at issue, or more 
generally, an exact description of the relation of Pt to clconv(F). Also note that, 
for I finite, one trivially establishes 
so that the substance of Balas’ result lies in the equivalence of the ‘sequential’ use 
of the Balas’ hull (1.2a), (1.2b) to the ‘simultaneous’ application (1.5). The simul- 
taneous application (1.5) appears not to be directly useful for algorithms, until con- 
verted to equivalent simpler forms. 
The reader familiar with [2] will note that the operation ‘conv’ of convex hull was 
used in [2], as opposed to our usage of ‘clconv’ in (1.2b). In [2], only the case of 
compact (in fact, bounded polyhedral) P was considered, and so the two operations 
coincide (as an extreme set is compact, and hence already closed; see 17)). Another 
important case in which the two operations coincide is when P and all Qi, ill, are 
polyhedra cones (since for polyhedral cones C,, . . . , C, we have conv(Ci U ..a U C,) = 
Ci + ..a + C,, and the latter sum is a polyhedra1 cone, hence already closed). When 
the two operations differ, we are more interested in the ‘clconv’ operation, since any 
cutting-plane valid for a set S is valid for clconv(S). Moreover, on an apriori con- 
sideration clconv(S) is typically a more ‘well-behaved’ set (e.g. if S is a union of 
polyhedra, clconv(S) is a polyhedron even though conv(S) need not be one). Never- 
theless, we do include a result for the operation ‘conv’ in one instance where the 
latter operation gives a ‘clearer’ statement (see Theorem 3.2). 
In the ‘polyhedral case’ (i.e. P and each Qi are polyhedral) our results are valid 
in any ordered field when the Qi are facial (i.e. in Section 3) or in the rational or 
real field otherwise (i.e. in Section 4). We do not establish these facts regarding the 
underlying ordered field, but ask the reader to note that the theory of polyhedra is 
valid in all ordered fields (see e.g. [7]). 
2. Some convexity lemmas 
In this section, we provide some less trivial and some non-trivial basic results on 
convex sets. Some of the results can be used to prove results later in the section, thus 
providing an organization by which the reader may supply his or her own proof 
when we omit the proof. References for results left unproven here are [6], [7]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K,, . . . , Ku be closed convex sets and put 
K=clconv(Ki U ... UK,). 
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Any extreme point of K is an extreme point of some Ki for at least one i = 1, . . . , u. 
Proof. Let XE K be an extreme point. Then there are points x(j) -+x, x(i) E 
conv(#, U e-e U Ku). Write 
ki(j) EKi, (2.1) 
Case I: For every 6>0, there arej and iE{l,...,u} with IIkl”-xil<6. 
Then XECI(K~U...UK,)=K,U...UK,, hence XEKi for some i=l,...,u. 
Clearly, x is an extreme point of Ki. 
Case 2: Case 1 does not hold, i.e. for some 6 > 0 we have II@” -x/j ra for all 
jzl and i=l,...,u. 
In this case, let pi (A be a point in the closed line segment [@),x(j)] from k(j) to 
x(j) with /I pjj)-x(j)ll = d/2. There are scalars o!j’r 0, with Ci o!i)= 1 and x ’ (i) = 
Ci a!“pjj’. We have pii) E conv(Kt U *.. UK,). By taking subsequences, if neces- 
sary, there are points pi E clconv(K, U **. UK,) with p!i) ‘pi and there are scalars 
I. with o!j) +li. In particular, Air0 and CT lli = 1. However, also x= Cr &pi and 
II pi -xl/ f 6/2. Thus x is not an extreme point of clconv(K, U .** UK,), which con- 
tradicts our hypothesis. We see that Case 2 cannot arise. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let K, 1 K, 2 *a* be a sequence of closed, convex subsets of R”, and 
let x be an extreme point of K = ny Ki. 
For every 6 > 0, there exists N such that if j > N, there is an extreme point x( j, 6) 
of Kj with [lx(j,S)-xi/ <6. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion fails. Then for some 6 >0 and infinitely many j, no 
extreme point of Kj is within 6 of x. For each such j, the set 
Cj = Kj n {y 1 IlX_Yll16/2} (2.2) 
is a compact convex set. Hence x is contained in the convex hull of m + 1 extreme 
points of Cj. By hypothesis, Cj contains no extreme points of Kj, hence each ex- 
treme point y of Ci must satisfy [lx-yll =6/2. 
For each suitable j, there is a set Mj consisting of m + 1 extreme points of Cj 
such that x~conv(M~). By taking limits of subsequences we conclude that x is in 
the convex hull of m + 1 points in n Ki, each of which is 612 away from x. 
We have established that if the conclusion fails, then x is not an extreme point 
of nKi. Cl 
Lemma 2.3. (Compare with [6, Theorem 19.61). Let Wi =conv(G;)+ Ci for 
i=l , . . . , u where Gi is a non-empty finite set and Ci is a polyhedral cone. Then 
(2.3) 
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In what follows, for a convex set K we use ret(K) to denote the set of all recession 
directions of K, i.e. 
ret(K) = {y 1 for all xcK and 020, x+ByeK). 
If K 20 is closed, it is widely known that 
ret(K) = (y 1 for some ~EK, x+BycK for all 020). 
Lemma 2.4. Let W=conv(G) + C where G is a finite set and C is a closed convex 
cone. Let E be an extreme subset of W. Then 
E = conv(G II E) + ret(E). (2.4) 
Proof. The containment 2 in (2.4) is immediate; we prove only the opposite con- 
tainment . 
Let xEEcconv(G)+C, and put G={g,,...,g,). Write 
X= i ljgi+C* all 13i 10, 
I 
$ Li=l (2.5) 
with~~C.ThenwemayassumeI,#Oandasx=~,(g~+c/~~)+~f=,l~g~andEis 
extreme, we have gi + c/A, E E and gi E E if Ji #0, i 22. Since also gl + c/A, = 
+gi + +(gi + 2c/Al), we also have g, EE and gl + 2c/Ji E E. Similarly, gi + me/A, E E 
for all m=2,3,... and hence for all mz0. Thus CE ret(E), since E is closed 
(as an extreme subset of W, which is closed). As x= C1,,,, Lig;+ c, we have 
x~conv(GnE)+rec(E). 0 
Lemma 2.5. If V and Ware non-empty, closed, convex sets, and V is an extreme 
subset of W, then ret(V) is an extreme subset of ret(W). 
Proof. Let y E ret(V) and suppose y = y, + yz with yI, y2 E rec( W). Pick any x E V, 
sincex+ByEVfort9~0andx=8y=+(x+2Byl)++(x+2By2), wehavex+28y,EV 
and x+ 28y2 E V. As B r 0 was arbitrary, we find y,, y2 E ret(V). 0 
Lemma 2.6. If V is an extreme subset of the convex set W and W’ is convex, 
W’S W, then Vrl w’ is an extreme subset of W’. 
Lemma 2.6 follows immediately from the definition of an extreme subset [7]. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that W,, . . . , W,, are non-empty polyhedra. Then 
rec(W,fl...n W,)=rec(W,)fl..-nrec(W,) if W,fl.-+rl W,#0, (2.6) 
rec(clconv( W, U ..- U W,)) = rec( W,) + --a + rec( W,). (2.7) 
Sketch of Proof. (2.6) holds for general closed, convex sets, by a simple exercise. 
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For (2.7), one can prove W;. =conv(G;) + rec(PV;) for a finite set G;, using the 
Finite Basis Theorem for polyhedra [7]. Moreover, rec(w,) is a polyhedral cone. 
Then one applies Lemma 2.3. Cl 
Lemma 2.8. Let V, W and W,, . . . , W, be convex sets with V an extreme subset of 
Wand W;r Wfor i=l,...,u. Then 
Vnconv (J W. (, ,)=conv(~(VnKl). (2.8) 
Sketch of Proof. Let XE conv(ur (Vfl W,)). Then clearly XE V, since V is convex, 
and similarly x E conv(u: Wi). This gives the containment > in (2.8) (without use 
of the extremality of V). 
For the containment c in (2.8), suppose XE Vcan be written as x= C Riw(‘) with 
all J.i > 0, C li = 1, and all NJ@) E Wi c W. Then all wCi) E V by the extremality of V, 
SO di)c vn Wi+ Thus xEconv(ur (Vn Wi)). 17 
Simple examples show that (2.8) fails for clconv( a) instead of conv( a). 
Lemma 2.9. Let V, W and W,, . . . . W, be polyhedral cones with V an extreme 
subset of Wand W,c Wfor i= 1,...,u. Then 
vn(w, + . ..+w.)=(vnw,)+...+(vnw,). 
Sketch of Proof. As W,, . . . , W, are polyhedral cones, W, + ..- + W, = conv( W, U .-. U 
W,). Similarly 
vn w,+---+ vn w, =c011v((vn w,)u-.u(vn w,)). 
Then Lemma 2.8 applies. Cl 
As we shall see in the next section, Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 are the key ‘distributivity 
properties’ (in the lattices of convex sets and cones) which lie behind Balas’ theorem 
for facial constraints. 
3. The facial case 
Throughout this section, we assume that each Qi, id Z is such that Pfl Qi is an 
extreme subset of the convex set P. We remind the reader of this assumption in the 
statement of results by the phrase, ‘assuming faciality’. 
In this case, we can assume that t is finite, without changing the feasible set F. 
A proof of our assertion is given next; it was provided by a referee. 
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Lemma 3.1. Assuming faciality, for some finite C’ we have F= {XE P / for each 
s=l ,...,r’xcQi for some icl,) 
Proof. We shall use the ‘infinity lemma’ for trees. First note that, for convex sets 
V and W, if V# W is an extreme subset of W, then dim(V) <dim(W). 
If t is finite, we take t’= t. Otherwise t = 00, and we consider an arborescence with 
root P. For each node S at level j, the following nodes (if any) are S fl Qi for all 
iE$. 
Along any directed path, starting from the root, there can be at least finitely many 
decreases in dimension of the set at that node. For each path, truncate the path after 
the last decrease; this creates a truncated tree. In the truncated tree, all paths are 
finite; as each 141 is finite, the truncated tree is also finite. 
Take t’ to be the length of the longest path in the truncated tree. Since there is 
no change in a node without a dimension decrease, F is the union of all sets at the 
end nodes of the truncated tree. 0 
We first give the result for the case ‘conv’ of the convex hull operation. 
Define inductively: 
Pi = P, (3.la) 
Pj = conv u (Pi_, fl Qi) . 
i E I, 
(3.lb) 
We clearly have Pi 2 P; 2 Pi 2 -a* . 
Theorem 3.2. Assuming faciality P,‘= conv(F). 
Proof. By induction on 1. For c = 0, F= P and Ph = P. 
Assume t > 0 and define 
F’= {xEPI for eachj=l,..., t-l there is ieb with XEQi} (3.2) 
By the induction hypothesis, 
P,‘_* = conv(F’) 
=conv(~{P~Qi,~~~~nQ,_,~<i,,...,i,_,>~ZIx~~~xZ,_~}) (3.3) 
In the third line of the computation (3.4) to follow, substitute P,‘_, from (3.3) 
and use Lemma 2.8 with W=P, V=Qi,fIP, Wi=PflQi,n...flQi,_,. We have 
P,’ = conv U (Qi, fl P:- ,) 
i, E I, 
= conv iy ((Qi,nP)nP;-,)) 
( , 
(as PaP,‘_d 
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= conv ,vl conv((U(Q;,npnPnQi,n...nQi,~, I (&,...,i,_,)cI, x..-xl,_,}) 
I I > 
=cOnv(~{PnQi,n~~~nQi,~(i,,...,il)~ZIx~~~xZI}) 
= conv(F). q (3.4) 
Note that the method of proof for Theorem 3.2 is essentially that of Balas [l], 
[2]. By the remarks in the introduction on cases where ‘conv’ and ‘clconv’ coincide, 
we have Pi= Pj for all j when P is compact, or when P is a polyhedral cone. The 
next results therefore follow immediately. 
Corollary 3.3. Assuming faciality, if P is compact, then 
Pi = P, = conv(F) = clconv(F). 
Corollary 3.4. Assuming faciality and that P and all Qi, i E I, are polyhedral cones, 
then 
Pi = P, = conv(F) = clconv(F). 
We next given an example where P,=clconv(F) fails, i.e. Pt $clconv(F) holds. Let 
P= {xjo~x,~1,o~x~}, 
QI={xIx,=O), Q~={U,O)}r QJ={xIx,=~}, Q4={(0,0)}, 
I, = {1,2} and Z, = {3,4}. 
One easily computes P,=P, PI =P, Pz =P. However F= ((O,O), (LO)}, so 
clconv(F) = {x / 0 sx I~ 1,x2=0}. This contrasts with the fact that 
P; = (x 105x, < l,x,rO} u {(l,O)}, 
Pi = conv { (0, 0), (1, 0)} = conv(F) = clconv(F). 
In the previous example, suppose that we delete Q4, and that we put Z2= (3). Then 
F= conv(F) = clconv(F) = {(l,O)}, 
P, = P, P2 = {xrO I xl = l} # clconv(F). 
We can now reverse the order of the Balas operation by putting I, = { 3)) Z2 = { 1,2}, 
and then we get P, = (x20 I xl = l}, and P2 =F. Thus the order of the operations 
can affect the outcome and, indeed, the result we shall state depends on that order 
(note that Fi and 5 generally depend on the order). 
We shall provide a characterization of P, when P and all Qil i E I, are polyhedra. 
We shall need the following notation: 
Fj= {(i,,...,ij)EZIx*--XZj IPnQi,n..-nQi,#O} (3.5) 
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forj=l,...,f so that 
F= U{PnQi,n**-nQiI 1 (i,,...,i,)~F~} 
and we let Fj denote the projection of Fj in its jth co-ordinate, i.e. 
Fj = {i 1 (i,,..., ij._,,i)~Fj for suitable il,...,ij_i} 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Our proof is also facilitated by the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.5. Assuming faciality, if x is an extreme point Of Pj, then x is an extreme 
point of PflQi,n---nQi, forsome (il,...,ij)EFj. 
Proof. By induction on j, with nothing needed to be proven when j = 0. If j > 0, by 
Lemma 2.1 and (1.2b), when x is an extreme point of Pj we have XE Pi_, n Qi, for 
some ij E Zj. Clearly x must be an extreme point of Pi_, fI Qi/. Since P 2 Pj_, and 
Qi, 0 P is an extreme subset of P, also Qi, n Pi_, is an extreme subset of Pi_,. By 
the transitivity of the extremality relation, x is an extreme point of Pi_, . By induc- 
tion, xEPfTQi,n.--nQ, !I - I for some (i 1 ,..., $_l)~Fj-l. Hence xEPflQi,fl--.fl 
Qi,, and as the latter set IS entirely contained in Pi, x must be an extreme point of 
it. q 
Lemma 3.6. Let P and Qi for ie I be polyhedra. Assuming faciality, 
P[ = clconv(F) + rec(Pr). (3.8) 
Proof. We may ‘factor out the lineality’, i.e. we may write 
P= P*+L (3.9) 
where L = ret(P) fl -ret(P) and P*= Pfl L’, where L’ is the perpendicular space 
to the subspace L of the cone ret(P), P* and L are polyhedra, and P* contains no 
full line. As Qi (l P is a face of P, we may write (see below) 
QinP=Q:+L (3.10) 
where QF = Qi n P*, and QT is an extreme subset of P*. 
The formula (3.9) and the properties of P* and L came from a well-known con- 
struction (see e.g. [6]). The extremality of QT in P* follows from Lemma 2.6. 
For the containment c of (3. lo), let XE Qi tl P so that XE Qi and x=y+ u where 
yeP* and OEL, by (3.9). Since y+o=+y++(y+20) and y,y+2u+P with 
y+uePnQi we have y, y+2uePfTQi. Hence yEQiflP*=QT and xeQf+L. 
For the containment > of (3.10) we may assume QinP#O. Let XEQ:+L so 
that x= y + u with y E Qt and u E L. Clearly XE P. As Qi n P is an extreme subset 
of P and L is a linear space, L Crec(QinP). Hence XE QifIP+L C Q;rl P, so 
XEQjr)P. 
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P,* = P*, (3.11a) 
P; = clconv u (Pi*_, rl Q:) 
> 
. (3.11b) 
If I, 
Using (3.9) and (13.10), we can inductively prove that 
Pj = Pj~+L. (3.12) 
Forj=O, (3.12) is (3.9) and to go from (j- 1) tojz 1 one need only appeal to the 
fact that 
clconv (u (P,‘_l+L)nQ,) 
ic I, 
= clconv iy Pj+h+LVTQ:+L)) (by 3.10) 
I 
= clconv U(pi*_, nQ:+L) 
> 
(as P,*_,,Qi*C_L’) 
ie I, 
= Pi”+L. (3.13) 
The last equality in (3.13) uses the fact that Pi*, fl Qr c L’ for ieZj. 
Since F is a union of sets of the form PnQi, n s-e fl Qi,, using the ideas for 
(3.10) (and the fact that the intersection of extreme subsets is an extreme subset) one 
can prove 
F=F*+L (3.14) 
where F*= Fn P*. To establish (3.8), note first that it suffices to prove that: 
P: = clconv(F*) + rec(P:). 
Indeed, if (3.13) were established, by (3.12) we have 
(3.15) 
P[ = P:+ L 
= clconv(F*) + rec(P*) + L 
G clconv(F) + rec(P,). (3.16) 
As Pf 2 clconv(F), we also have Pt 2 clconv(F)+ rec(P,), and using (3.14) we 
obtain (3.8). 
The remainder of our proof is to establish (3.13). The only special property 
of P* which is used is that P* contains no line, and hence neither does any 
PT,j=l,..., t. 
We have P;C=conv(G)+ rec(P:) where G is a finite set of extreme points of PT. 
By Lemma 3.5, G c F*. Thus P: I; clconv(F*) + rec(P:), and as the reverse inclusion 
is immediate (as P:;! clconv(F*)), we obtain (3.13). Cl 
From (3.15), we see &hat any extreme point of P: lies in clconv(F*), hence (using 
Lemma 2.1), it lies in F*. In particular, if Pr#O, then F#0, by (3.12) and (3.14). 
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Theorem 3.7. Let P and Qi, for i E I, be polyhedra. Assuming faciality, 
Pl = clconv(f) + c {ret(P) fI rec(Qi,) C-I .** 0 rec(Qi,) 1 (i,, . . . , i,) 
( EFI x-*xF,}. (3.17) 
In particular, in order to have P,=clconv(F) it is necessary and sufficient that 
ret(P) fl rec(Qi,) fl .a. n rec(Q;,) S rec(clconv(F)) (3.18) 
whenever(i, ,..., i,)EF,x...xF,. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 it suffices to prove that 
rec(P,)=z {rec(P)nrec(Qi,)n...nrec(Qi,)I(il,...,i,)EF~x...xF,}. 
(3.19) 
We prove (3.19) by induction t, the case t =0 being immediate. By the proof of 
Lemma 3.6, we may assume that P contains no line. 
To go from (t- 1) to t, note by (1.2b) 
P,=clconv U {P,-,nQ,jP,_,fIQkZ0} 
k E I, > 
(3.20) 
and (see below for details) 
Pl_ I rl Qk # 0 e P!_ 1 n Qk has an extreme point 
e there is an extreme point of P,_, in Q (faciality) 
* for some i , ,..., it_*: PnQi,n...nQi,_,nQk#O 
(by Lemma 3.5) 
* kEF. (3.21) 
The direction (*) of the second and third bi-conditionals (0) in (3.21) follow for 
the reasons indicated. The direction (=) of the second bi-conditional follows 
because the condition to the right of it implies Pr_, n Qk # 0, the starting assertion. 
The direction (*) of the third bi-conditional follows because Pn Qi, fl a.. rl Qj,_, C, 
F,_,cP,_, whereF,_,={xEPI fori=l ,...,t-1 we havexcQi for some iEQj), 
as below (1.4) of the introduction (after we change t there to (t - 1)). Indeed, the 
assertion to the right of the third bi-conditional implies P,_, n Qk#O, giving the 
starting assertion. 
Now applying (2.6) and (2.7) to (3.20), and using (3.21): 
rec(P,) = c rec(P,_, n Qk) 
keF, 
=k;F rec(L npn Qd (as P,_, GP) 
=kFF rec(PfI Qk) fIrec(P,_,) (by (2.6) of Lemma 2.7) 
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=k;6 rec(Qk fl P) rl ( c {ret(P) n rec(Qi,) n a** n rWQi,_,) / 
(i ,,...,i,_,)~F,x~~~xF~_,}) (induction hypothesis) 
(3.22) 
For k E F,, Qk fl P is extreme in P and Qkr) P#0, hence rec(Qk n P) is extreme 
in ret(P) by Lemma 2.5. Also if we fix (ii, . . ..ir_.)EFl X -0. XF,_,, for any j in the 
range I~jst-1 wehaveQ;,nP#BasijeFj. Hencerec(Q,,ftP)=rec(Q,/)flrec(P) 
by Lemma 2.7. Therefore, 
rec(P)nrec(Q$n-.*nrec(Qi,_,) = rec(Qi,f7***nrec(Ql_,nP)Crec(P). 
Put i=(il,...,i,_,), IVi=rec(Qi,nP>fl...nrec(Qi,_,flP), W=rec(P), V= 
rec(Qk fl P). Then V, Wand each Wi are polyhedral, V is extreme in W, and each 
Wi c W. By Lemma 2.9, we obtain for k E Ft 
rec(QknP)ntC{rec(P>nrec(Qi,)n...nrec(Qi,_,)I(ii,...,it-I) 
EF,x...xF~_,}) 
= c {ret(P) r-l rec(Qi,) fl... nrec(Q,-l)nrec(QknP)j(il,...,i,_l) 
EF,x*..xF,-,}). (3.23) 
Since Qkfl P#0, we can use the fact that rec(Qkn P) = rec(Qk)nrec(P) to simplify 
the right-hand-side in (3.23) (specifically, the occurence of Qkn P can be replaced 
by Qk alone). Upon using (3.23) in (3.22), we obtain (3.19), as desired. Cl 
Corollary 3.8. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.7. 
Zf ret(P) rl rec(Qj,) fl a.. n rec(Qi,) is independent of (il, . . . , it) E Ix ... x Z,, rhen 
P, = clconv(F). 
Proof. The condition (3.18) holds if Ff0. By the remark above Theorem 3.7, if 
F=0 then Pt =0 and again Pt =clconv(F). 0 
In the example above for Pt # clconv(F), we had F’ = F, = (1,2}, FZ = 
{(1,4),(2,3)}, F,=(3,4}, F,xF,={l,2}x{3,4}. Also rec(clconv(F))={O}. 
However, (1,3) EF, x Fz (Even though (1,3) E F2) and ret(P) fl rec(Q,) n rec(Qj) = 
{A(O, 1) / AzO}. Hence (3.18) fails. 
It is easy to note that, throughout proofs, we need not assume that Pn Qi is an 
extreme subset of P: it suffices to assume that Pj_, fl Qi for ic Zj is an extreme 
subset of Pi_1. 
We conclude this section with a comment on exposition. When P is a bounded, 
closed convex set and all Qi, ieZ, are closed the shortest proof of P;=conv(F) 
from known results appears to have the following outline. Lemma 3.5 with Pj 
replaced by Pi’, is trivially proven (without citation of Lemma 2.1). Now if E 
denotes the extreme points of P,‘, as EC F we have (by the boundedness of P,‘) 
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P;= conv(E) c conv(F) c P;; hence Pi= conv(F). This proof uses the well-known 
(but nontrivial) result that a compact, convex set is the convex hull of its extreme 
points. In terms of a ‘from scratch’ proof (i.e. not assuming prior nontrivial 
results), probably our proof of Theorem 3.2 is the simplest. 
4. The general case 
When the faciality hypotheses do not hold, typically Pt = conv(F) fails when t is 
finite, even if P is compact. There are many examples of this phenomenon, and our 
example to follow illustrates the failure of P, = conv(F) even in the setting of (non- 
binary) integer programming. 
Example. Let n = 2 with PC IR” defined by 
P=conv{(O,O),(l-ao,1),(1+ao,1),(2,2)} for O<ao5+, 
Q,={xIx,=O}r Qz={xIx~=l)r Q3={+,=2), 
Q4={xIx2=O}, Qs={xIx2=1}, Q6={xIx2=2}. 
Let 4 = { 1,2,3} for j odd and 4 = {4,5,6} for j even. 
In this instance, F= {(O,O),(l, 1),(2,2)}, conv(F)= {x I OSX~S~,X, =x2}, and so 
F= {XC h* 1 XE P} where Z* denotes the integers. Only Q2 and Qs fail the faciality 
condition. 
We have 
Pi = conv{(O,O),(l, 1 -PI), CL1 +P1h C&2)) for SOme PI>& 
P2 = conv{(O,O),(l -a*, l),(l +a*, 1),(2,2)) for some a2>0,a2cao. 
In general for j odd, 
Pj =conv{(O,O),(l,l-bj), (1,1+/3j), (2,2)} for bj>O 
with /3t>/32>.-- and lim pj = 0; while for j even, 
Pj = conv{(O,O), (1 -CYj, l), (1 +CYj, l), (2,2)} 
with ao>al>a2,..., lim oj = 0. For no finitej do we have Pj = conv(F). Note, how- 
ever, that in this example there is ‘countable convergence’, i.e. P, = conv(F). It is 
this latter phenomenon, and consequences of it, that provides the focus for our 
work in this section, where no faciality assumption is made. However, a certain 
regularity assumption will be made throughout: 
For every j there is j’>j with Ij =Ij,. (4.1) 
Thus, any specific ‘logical stipulation’ of the form “XE lJiEC Qi” is repeated 
infinitely often. 
Without this stipulation, generally even P,=conv(F) fails when P is bounded 
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(to see this, modify the previous example so that I; = { 1,2,3} for all j>N, where 
N is any large number). This stipulation still permits infinitely many distinct sets Ij 
(but recall our standing assumption, from Section 1 that each Ij is finite). 
We can obtain some results for non-bounded sets P, so long as P does not contain 
a full line (P may contain halflines). In programming problems, where “xLO” is 
among the constraints defining P, this hypothesis will be met. Our next example 
illustrates what can happen when P contains a full line. 
Example. For n = 2, let P= II?“; 
Q1 = {CGX~) 1 XI 2 1 and x2=x1}, 
Qz={(~,,x~)~~,~--l andx3=-x,}, 
Q3 = {(+x3) 1 x, =0,x,<--11, 
QI = {(x,,+) 1 x,=O,x,z 11, 
Q~={(x~,x~)(x~LI andx?=-xt}, 
Q6 = {(%Xz) I XI 1-1 and x2=x1}. 
For all j, suppose that either Zj = { 1,2,3} or Ij = {4,5,6} and that both possibilities 
do occur. Then, even though there are only finitely many (two) distinct sets 4, we 
have Pj = II?” for all j and P, = I?“, with F= 0. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that P and Qi, ieZ, are closed, convex sets, and t = co. 
Suppose also that (4.1) holds. 
Then any extreme point of P, is a point of ui,[, Qi for ail j= 1,2,... . 
Proof. Let x be an extreme point of P,. Fix j = 1,2, .,. . We apply Lemma 2.2 with 
P,=K,. For any integer d there exists N(d) such that, for r>N(d), applying 
Lemma 2.1 with K=P, and Ki=P,_,nQi, u=IZI, we find x(~‘)EIJ~~~, Qi. 
By (4.1), there exists r>N(d) with Zr=4. If we put Y@)=x(&~), we have 
ytd’e Uir,, Q; and 11 y(O)-XII < l/d. Since UiEI, Qi is closed, XE Ui,/ Qi. However, 
j was arbitrary. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that (4.1) holds, P contains no full line, t =CQ, P and 
Qiv i E I, are closed convex sets. Suppose also that F= 0. 
Then P, = 0. Moreover, if C is a compact set, then Pj n C = 0 for large enough j. 
Proof. If P,#0 there is an extreme point of x of P,, and Lemma 4.1 applies, 
which contradicts F=0. If Pj fl C#0 for all j, by compactness there exists 
xo,nce,, which contradicts P, =0. •i 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that P is compact and convex, t = 03, (4.1) holds, and 
Qi, i E I, are closed, convex sets. Then P, = conv(F). Moreover, 
if Sj = yEy $ 11~ - x /I, we have Sj + 0. 
I - 
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Proof. Let E be the extreme points of P,. We have E c F by Lemma 4.1, and so 
P, = conv(E) c conv(F) c P,. Thus P, = conv(F). Sj -+ 0 follows simply because 
all Pj c P, Pj and P are compact, and P, = flj Pj with PI 2 Pz 2 P3 2 *-a. 0 
P, = conv(F) is generally not true, even if P contains no line and there are only 
finitely many distinct sets Zj. To see this, one need only modify the example given 
in Section 3, where even faciality is present. 
We conclude with a sketch of the relevance of the results in this section to finitely- 
convergent cutting-plane algorithms for the problem: 
min cx, 
subject to CXE G, XEF 
when these hypotheses hold: 
(4.2) 
G is finite and P is a polytope; 
each Qi for i E Z is a polyhedron. (4.3) 
If CI= min{cx 1 XE P} and cr>g for all gE G, then clearly (4.2) is inconsistent. 
Otherwise let g’= max{g E G 1 gsa). One may then add a ‘criterion cut’ and 
redefine P by P-t Pn {x 1 cxag’}. Hence, without loss of generality we may 
assume cr=g’, i.e. w= {x 1 cx=g’) np is a face of P. 
If W contains no points XE F, by Theorem 4.2 valid cuts for W may be added so 
that Wj = 0 for j suitably large, where Wj is defined as in Pj in (1.2b) starting from 
PO = W (in place of PO = P). As W is a face of P, it can be arranged so that these 
cuts are valid for P as well (see [5]). Thus, by repeating this process finitely often, 
one either finds that F= 0 or that g’ is the optimal value of (4.2), although an opti- 
mal solution need not be found in finite time. With additional hypotheses on the 
Qi, also an optimal solution is obtained (see [S]). 
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